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Wealth condensation in pareto macroeconomies
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We discuss a Pareto macroeconomy~a! in a closed system with fixed total wealth and~b! in an open system
with average mean wealth, and compare our results to a similar analysis in a super-open system~c! with
unbounded wealth@J.-P. Bouchaud and M. Me´zard, Physica A282, 536 ~2000!#. Wealth condensation takes
place in the social phase for closed and open economies, while it occurs in the liberal phase for super-open
economies. In the first two cases, the condensation is related to a mechanism known from the balls-in-boxes
model, while in the last case, to the nonintegrable tails of the Pareto distribution. For a closed macroeconomy
in the social phase, we point to the emergence of a ‘‘corruption’’ phenomenon: a sizeable fraction of the total
wealth is always amassed by a single individual.
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Power-law distributions permeate a number of pheno
ena in statistical physics and critical phenomena. They ar
important manifestation of scale invariance as observed
fractals, self-organized criticality, and percolating structur
Generically, they are the consequence of the central l
theorem for scale-free processes where a random Le´vy walk
replaces Brownian motion@2#.

Power-law distributions have also been suggested to
scribe social and economic statistics. While the bulk of
income distribution in most societies follows a log-norm
distribution, about a century ago, Pareto suggested tha
wealthy are outliers. The distribution of large wealths follo
a power law

p~w!;w212a for w@w0 , ~1!

with a typically between 1–2. This distribution is referred
as Pareto’s distribution@3,4#. Powerlike tails also govern th
distribution of income and size of firms, and the behavior
financial time series over intermediate time horizons@5#. The
scale-free character of this distribution implies that t
chance of an already rich individual (w@w0) to further in-
crease his wealth by an additional factorl is p(lw)/p(w)
'1/l11a, independent of his current wealth and the wea
of the less fortunate. For the rich part of the ensemble, w
matters is only the indexa and, as we will argue, the tota
wealth of the society.

A social engineer may attempt to use the value ofa to
control the likelihood of large wealths in general, for i
stance, by increasing the global character of trade thro
interest rates or decreasing it through taxation. The largea,
the stronger the suppression of large wealths. One may
tinguish between two separate regimes, the liberal econom
with a<1 and the social ones witha.1. As we will see, the
possibilities for a condensation of wealth to occur are v
different in both.

The total wealthW of an economy, or alternatively, th
average wealth per individualW/N, can become important a
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an upper bound on the individual wealthw. For example, it is
clear that there will be no rich individuals in an uniform
poor society, even if the economy is liberal (a<1). Con-
versely, one may ask about what happens in a rich soc
with a restrictive social economy (a.1). As we will show, a
Pareto macroeconomy becomes unstable in this case an
vors a ‘‘corrupt’’ scenario where one individual amasses
most all the available wealth.

To better understand the role of the macroeconomic
rameterW/N, we now define the three advertised ensemb
~a! a closed economy with a total-wealthW fixed; ~b! an
open economy in equilibrium with external economies wh
W adjusts to the equilibrium mean;~c! a super-open
economy whereW can grow unrestricted. From the point o
view of rich individuals, the essential parameters of the
spective ensembles are the numberN of individuals in the
society that is kept fixed in all cases and~a! the Pareto index
a and the average individual wealthw5W/N beyond a criti-
cal valuew* ~see below!; ~b! the Pareto indexa and a sta-
bility parameterm ~see below!; ~c! the Pareto indexa only.

The authors of@1# recently proposed a simple theoretic
model of a dynamical process of wealth flows, which
equilibrium, becomes a Pareto macroeconomy for the
semble~c!. In brief, the model is given by a set of stochas
equations that describe the flow of wealth in an ensemble
N individuals. Specifically, the time evolution of each ind
vidual’s wealth wi(t), i 51, . . . ,N, is assumed to be de
scribed by a linear differential equation

dwi~ t !

dt
5h i~ t !wi~ t !1 (

j (Þ i )

N

Ji j wj~ t !2 (
j (Þ i )

N

Jji wi~ t !. ~2!

Here, trading between individuals is encoded in the buy/
flow channelsJi j that describe an internal macroeconomic
network. In addition, each individual is subjected to an e
nomical background that is given by a multiplicative rando
sourceh i(t), representing the spontaneous increase or
crease of wealth related to investments, gains, and losse
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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the market, etc. By construction, the equations are invar
under change in monetary unitwi→lwi .

In general, bothh i(t) and Ji j can be very complicated
functions. Following@1#, here we will discuss only the sim
plest case, where we assume that theh i(t) are just uncorre-
lated random variables with a Gaussian distribution, and
all interactions between individuals are the same,Ji j 5J/N
for all iÞ j ~mean field!. As a result, the corresponding equ
librium probability distribution has the following large-w
asymptotics:

p~w!;w212a, ~3!

wherea511J/s2.1 ands2 is the variance of the Gauss
ian distribution ofh(t). The normalization factor, which we
left out of Eq. ~3! for simplicity, depends ona only. For
large values ofw, this solution gives a power law witha
.1, i.e., we are in the generic situation of a social Par
macroeconomy. However, by modifying the mean-fie
assumptions—considering, for example, a nontrivial netw
of connectionsJi j —one could also obtain a solution for
liberal economy,a<1 @1#.

If one calculates the average of the distribution~3!, which
corresponds to the average wealth of the individual, one s
that the basic difference between a social and a lib
economy is that it is finite in the former case and infinite
the latter. Thus, fora<1 one would, due to the noninte
grable tail of the distribution, expect the appearance of a
individual in the ensemble, with a wealthN1/a times larger
than the typical value. The authors of@1# interpreted this
result as a condensation phenomenon.

In reality, this is not the case and the total wealth of t
societyW is, in general, fixed, thereby upsetting overall sc
invariance and giving us a closed system of type~a!. How
would the condensation phenomenon change in this c
One way to address this issue is to solve the equations o
type ~2! on the hypersurfaceW5w11 . . . 1wN . This prob-
lem is reminiscent of Kac’s master equation@6# on the sphere
~fixed energy! for which a factorizable and stationary sol
tion was derived in the thermodynamic limit under mild a
sumptions.

Here, we follow a more phenomenological treatment a
assume thatp(w);1/w11a characterizes the single weal
distributions in the ensemble~a! with the individual wealths
adding to W5w11 . . . 1wN . In this way, we have an
asymptotic Pareto macroeconomy with a factorizableN dis-
tribution of wealths constrained on the hypersurface of fix
wealthW. For convenience, we assume that each individ
wealthwi is an integer given in units of the smallest ava
able currency unit. The probability of a certain distribution
wi ’s is

P~w1 , . . . ,wN!5
1

Z~W,N!)i
p~wi !dS W2(

i 51

N

wi D ,

~4!

whereZ(W,N) is the appropriate normalization factor,
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Z~W,N!5 (
$wi>0%

)
i

p~wi !dS W2(
i 51

N

wi D . ~5!

This model is known as the balls-in-boxes or backgamm
model@7# where it has been applied to various condensat
and glassy phenomena. It may be solved in the limit of
infinite number of boxesN and fixed density of balls per bo
r5W/N ~thermodynamical limit! by introducing the integral
representation of the delta function

Z~N,r!5 (
$wi>0%

)
i

p~wi !
1

2pE2p

p

dle2 il(w11•••1wN2rN)

5
1

2pE2p

p

dleilrNS (
w

p~w!e2 ilwD N

5
1

2pE2p

p

dl exp@N~ ilr1K~ il!#, ~6!

where K is a generating function given byK(s)
5 ln(w51

` p(w)e2sw. Evaluating the integral using steepe
descent gives

f ~r!5s* ~r!r1K@s* ~r!#, ~7!

where s* (r) is a solution of the saddle-point equationr
1K8(s* )50 and f (r) is a free-energy density per box
Z(W,N)5eN f(r)1 . . . . For a suitable choice of the weight
p(w);1/w11a, the system displays a two-phase structure
the density is varied with a critical densityrcr . When r
approachesrcr from below,s* approachesscr from above.
When r is larger thanrcr ,s becomes equal to the critica
valuescr and the free energy is linear inr,

f ~r!5scrr1kcr , ~8!

where kcr5K(scr). The change of regimes atrcr corre-
sponds to a condensation transition, in which an extens
fraction of the balls is in a single box. The critical valuescr
is equal to the logarithm of the radius of convergence of
series in the generating functionK(s). In particular, for
purely powerlike weights

p~w!5
1

z~11a!
w212a, w51,2, . . . , ~9!

scr50. The normalization factor is given by the Rieman
zeta function. At the end of this section, we will comment
the case when the radius of convergence of the seriesK(s)
differs from one.

The transition to a condensed phase happens whenW/N
becomes larger than a critical densityw* , which is nothing
but the mean wealth

w* 5(
w

w p~w!. ~10!

Since we can change the smallw part of the distribution by
tuning the appropriate macroeconomical parameters with
2-2
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WEALTH CONDENSATION IN PARETO MACROECONOMIES PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 026102
affecting the largew behavior ofp(w), we have some con
trol over where the thresholdw* will lie. We can define an
effectiveprobability distribution of wealth

p̂~w!5
1

N K (
i

N

d~wi2w!L
P

, ~11!

which now, unlike the originalp(w), takes into account the
finite total wealthW. Below thresholdw* , the system is in a
phase in which the effective probability distributionp̂(w)
has an additional scale factor in comparison with the
distributionp(w)

p̂~w!;e2swp~w!. ~12!

Here,s depends only on the differenceW/N2w* . It van-
ishes at threshold, so that the old Pareto tails are restore
this point. Above threshold, the macroeconomy respond
the increasing average wealth by creating a single individ
with a wealth proportional to the total wealthW, namely,
wmax5W2Nw* ,

p̂~w!;p~w!1
1

N
dw,W2Nw

*
. ~13!

The behavior ofp̂(w) versusw is shown in Fig. 1, for index
a53, N5128, 512, 2048, and a densityW/N.w* . At
threshold, the inverse participation ratio

Y25
1

N2 K (i
wi

2L
P

5
1

N (
w

w2p̂~w! ~14!

changes, in the largeN limit, from 0 to (W/N2w* )2, sig-
naling the appearance of a wealth condensation. Basic
everything in excess of the critical wealthNw* ends up in
the portfolio of a single individual. We call this the surplu

FIG. 1. The three curves, from left to right, correspond to
effective probability of a closed Pareto economy with the distrib
tion p(w)51/w4 with N5128, 512, and 2048 individuals, respe
tively, for the densityr52, which lies above the critical one. Th
plot is done in the log-log scale. The position of the peak cor
sponds to the wealth of a single individual. As one can see from
figure, it grows linearly with the system size.
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anomaly. It can appear only in a social economy (a.1),
because only in this case do we have a finite critical wea
per individualw* .

In a liberal economy,w* is obviously infinite, meaning
that the system remains always below threshold and the
never any condensation. Note that these results for the clo
model~a! do not contradict the results of the previous sect
for the super-open model~c! since we now have a well
defined average wealthW/N that prevents the appearance
individuals with a wealthw;N1/a growing faster than lin-
early.

The behavior we have discussed here for closed syst
is not restricted to power-law weightsp(w). The saddle-
point equation for the generating functionr1K8(s* )50,
can have similar properties for other functional forms of t
weights. For instance, one may easily check that a chang
weights p(w)→e2s̄wp(w) merely leads to a changescr

→scr1s̄, leaving the phase structure of the model intact.
particular, if the weights~9! had an exponential prefacto
p(w);e2s̄w/w11a, we would havescr5s̄, but the critical
density

rcr5
z~a!

z~a11!
~15!

would be independent ofs̄. Clearly, the critical properties o
the model are encoded in the subexponential behavior of
weightsp(w) for largew. Solving the saddle-point equation
one may check that for weights with powerlike subexpon
tial behavior, the most-singular part of the free-energyf (r)
has a branch-point singularity whenDr5rcr2r→01

f ~r!5H Dra/(a21) for 1,a,2,

Dra for a>2.
~16!

For integer values, the powerlike singularity changes to
singularity of the type integer power times logarithm.

One may consider other functional subexponential for
of the weightsp(w). A criterion for the presence of the phas
transition is that the derivative of the generating function
finite, 2K8(scr),`, at the radius of convergencescr .
Physically, this means that the critical density is finite. F
example, stretched exponential weights

p~w!;e2bwd
, ~17!

with 0,d,1 andb.0 have this property. As before, w
have a saddle-point phase for small densityW/N, with an
exponential suppression of large wealths, and a conden
phase for large densityW/N, with a surplus anomaly. At the
transition point, however, instead of the Pareto distribut
we have Eq.~17!. The second derivative of the free energy
discontinuous at the transition. If the transition is approach
from the condensed phaseDr5rcr2r→02, f 9(r)50,
while from the saddle point oneDr→01

f 9~r!5s
*
8 ~r!52

1

K9~scr!
. ~18!
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For the weights~17! as well as the powerlike weights fo
a.2, the derivativeK9(scr) is finite. Thus, in both cases
the second derivative of the free energy is discontinuous
contrast, for 1,a,2, K9(scr)5` and f 9(r)50 on both
sides of the transition. In this case, the singularity yieldi
the discontinuity of derivatives of the free energy is given
Eq. ~16!. The transition becomes arbitrarily soft whena
→1.

Finally, let us discuss an economy in contact with one
more external ones@ensemble~b!#. The total wealthW is not
fixed in this case, but may adjust dynamically to an equil
rium value given by a stability parameterm ~inverse tem-
perature!. The partition function for this ensemble is give
by @8#

Z~m,N!5(
W

Z~W,N!e2mW. ~19!

The total wealth in our economy now depends on the va
of m. The model has a phase transition atm50. For m.0,
the average wealth per individualW/N fluctuates according
to a Gaussian distribution with a certain average va
w* (m) and a width that is inversely proportional to th
square root of the system size 1/AN. At the critical pointm
50, the situation becomes unstable as the economy star
attract the attention of the outside world andW acquires a
tendency to grow. In an idealized situation where the outs
world has limitless wealth,W/N would actually become in-
finite as soon asm,0. In practice, of course, it remain
bounded by an upper limit.

The order parameter for this transition isr 5N/W, which
in the idealized case is zero form,0 and positive otherwise
Its critical behavior depends ona as

r;m1/a for m→01. ~20!

The order of the transition thus depends on the type of
economy. In a social economy (a.1), the transition is of
first order andr changes discontinuously at the critical poin
In a liberal economy (a<1), the transition is continuous
and becomes arbitrarily soft asa approaches zero.
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The r 50 phase is one where condensation takes pla
not only within the considered economy, but in the who
system including the outside world. To better illustrate t
situation, consider two mean-field Pareto economies, e
with the same distributionp(w) but possibly different total
wealthsW1 andW2. If we bring them into contact with eac
other, they will form a larger mean-field economy with
constrained total wealthW5W11W2. For m50, condensa-
tion can take place with equal probability in either one
them, so if we look at only one of the systems, we mig
observe condensation or we might not. In other words, th
are large fluctuations. But ifmÞ0, then one of the sub
systems will favor condensation, and wealth will tend to flo
towards it. The other system then has to adjust to the fact
wealth disappears from it. This leads exactly to the t
phases discussed above.

We have shown that in a social economy, condensa
may occur if the total wealth of the society exceeds a cer
critical value. In our analysis, the system favors the occ
rence of a single individual in possession of a finite fract
of the economy’s total available wealth, providing a physi
mechanism for ‘‘corruption.’’ The analysis we have provid
may be improved by considering Eq.~2! in general, using a
random network for the flow channels restricted to a hyp
surface of fixed wealth. In this way, we could learn mo
about the statistical aspects underlying the process of for
creation and propagation. Clearly, these issues are also
evant to a number of physical phenomena ranging from c
densation in glassy systems to symplicial gravity.
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